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The rapid growth of data traffic in mobile communications has attracted interest to
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication systems at millimeter-wave
(mmWave) frequencies. MIMO systems exploit active antenna arrays transmitter
configurations to obtain higher energy efficiency and beamforming flexibility. The
analysis of transmitters in MIMO systems becomes complex due to the close integration
of several antennas and power amplifiers (PAs) and the problems associated with heat
dissipation. Therefore, the transmitter analysis requires efficient joint EM, circuit,
and thermal simulations of its building blocks, i.e., the antenna array and PAs. Due
to small physical spacing at mmWave, bulky isolators cannot be used to eliminate
unwanted interactions between PA and antenna array. Therefore, the mismatch
and mutual coupling in the antenna array directly affect PA output load and PA
and transmitter performance. On the other hand, PAs are the primary source of
nonlinearity, power consumption, and heat dissipation in transmitters. Therefore, it
is crucial to include joint thermal and electrical behavior of PAs in analyzing active
antenna transmitters.
In this thesis, efficient techniques for modeling active antenna transmitters are
presented. First, we propose a hardware-oriented transmitter model that considers
PA load-dependent nonlinearity and the coupling, mismatch, and radiated field of
the antenna array. The proposed model is equally accurate for any mismatch level
that can happen at the PA output. This model can predict the transmitter radiation
pattern and nonlinear signal distortions in the far-field. The model’s functionality is
verified using a mmWave active subarray antenna module for a beam steering scenario
and by performing the over-the-air measurements. The load-pull modeling idea was
also applied to investigate the performance of a mmWave spatial power combiner
module in the presence of critical coupling effects on combining performance.
The second part of the thesis deals with thermal challenges in active antenna
transmitters and PAs as the main source of heat dissipation. An efficient electrothermal
modeling approach that considers the thermal behavior of PAs, including self-heating
and thermal coupling between the IC hot spots, coupled with the electrical behavior
of PA, is proposed. The thermal model has been employed to evaluate a PA DUT’s
static and dynamic temperature-dependent performance in terms of linearity, gain,
and efficiency. In summary, the proposed modeling approaches presented in this
thesis provide efficient yet powerful tools for joint analysis of complex active antenna
transmitters in MIMO systems, including sub-systems’ behavior and their interactions.
Keywords: Active antenna transmitter, hybrid beamforming, active subarray an-
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The demand for faster and more reliable communications is growing dramatically
in society and in organizations. It is anticipated that there will be around 8 billion
mobile subscribers at the end of 2025, of which 2.6 billion use the 5th Generation
(5G) radio network [1], see Fig. 1.1. The available bandwidth at sub-6 GHz, the
primary spectrum for 5G, is not enough to fulfill the anticipated capacity demands.
Therefore, vast available bandwidth at mmWave bands, frequencies between 24 and
71 GHz, is opened up for 5G communications [1–5]. The advantages of using mmWave
frequencies come at the cost of higher propagation loss. However, the mmWave loss
can be partly compensated by using high-gain antennas or large-scale antenna arrays.
The use of large antenna arrays is beneficial for increasing signal strength toward
the user, overcoming path loss, and higher capacity of MIMO communication [6–8].
In particular, antenna arrays provide beamforming flexibility, which is also highly
favorable for massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) mobile communications.
The most flexibility of beamforming is achieved by using an independent TX/RX
chain for each antenna. However, this configuration, referred to as digital beamforming,
faces challenges from complexity and high power consumption, particularly at mmWave
frequencies where the antenna separation is small, and at large signal bandwidths.
Therefore, hybrid digital and analog architectures are developed as a practical solution
for mmWave MIMO systems. Each of the RF chains in the hybrid architecture is,
in such systems, connected to a subarray of antennas using an analog beamforming
network [6,7, 9–11]. For transmitters in both types of these architectures, an active
antenna array is employed in which each antenna element is driven by a power amplifier
(PA). Fig. 1.2(a) shows the transmitter configuration serving an active antenna array.
Transmitters in MIMO systems face challenges associated with linearity, efficiency,
and heat dissipation [12–15]. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to understand
and predict their behavior before implementation. Particularly, complex multi-branch
transmitters require efficient yet accurate techniques to estimate their behavior.
1
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Figure 1.1: Estimated number of fixed and mobile subscriptions and subscribers (billions) until
2025 [1].
1.2 Transmitter Modeling
The performance of an active antenna transmitter depends on the electromagnetic
(EM) behavior of the antenna array, circuit performance of PAs, and the effects
of temperature variations and self-heating. Dedicated EM, circuit, and thermal
computer-aided design (CAD) tools are available to design and evaluate transmitters
sub-systems such as PA and antenna array individually. However, at the transmitter
level, applying joint circuit and EM simulation using CADs is a complicated and
time-consuming task for analyzing large active antenna arrays [12,13,18]. Also, for
the electrothermal analysis of PAs and transmitter circuits, using circuit and thermal
solvers in a coupled way is highly time-consuming and inefficient [19–21]. Therefore,
such a detailed simulation is not suitable for evaluating transmitter behavior under
realistic operating conditions. In these occasions, an analysis approach based on
behavioral models of PAs and the antenna array is the key to a fast and accurate
prediction of an active antenna transmitter performance characteristics.
Behavioral models are a mathematical description of a sub-system’s specific input
and output relationships that are important and relevant for the analysis at the
transmitter level. These models can be obtained from CAD tools or measurements
and must present the behaviors of the sub-systems adequately. Fig. 1.2(b) shows a
conceptual representation of the joint analysis related to active antenna transmitters.



















Active antenna array analysis
PA electrothermal analysis
(b)
Figure 1.2: Illustration of an analysis framework for active antenna transmitter; a) Configuration
of the transmitter; b) Analysis framework and modeling approaches.
1.2.1 Active Antenna Transmitter Modeling
Fig.1.3 shows an example of a mmWave integrated active antenna array system for
5G application developed by Ericsson and IBM [16,17]. Each RF path is connected
to an antenna element using multi-branch beamforming integrated circuits (ICs)
placed at the backside of this configuration. Due to the small wavelength and
physical dimensions at mmWave frequencies and the high level of integration, isolators
cannot be used to eliminate mismatches and unwanted interactions between PAs
and antennas, see Fig. 1.3. Therefore, PAs are susceptible to the waves incoming
from the antenna array due to mismatch and mutual coupling between antenna
elements. In this condition, including interactions between the antenna array and PAs
become a significant aspect in analyzing an active antenna transmitter and individual
characterization of PAs [13,22,23].
3
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Front view Back view
Figure 1.3: 28 GHz active antenna array for mmWave 5G communication systems. The antenna
array dimension is 70×70 mm and beamforming ICs are placed at the backside of the module [16,17].
Therefore, for an efficient analysis of active antenna transmitters, both the analysis
framework and incorporated behavioral models of PA and antenna array should
account for the unwanted interaction between them. Furthermore, it is essential
to consider the radiated field characteristics of the antenna array in the analysis
framework and as the transmitter output. Such an analysis framework can define
valuable design guides for PA, antenna array, and transmitter configuration.
1.2.2 Electrothermal Modeling of PAs
Heat dissipation and challenges related to thermal issues impact reliability and
performance of transmitters significantly. Particularly, in mmWave active antenna
transmitters, high level of integration, small physical separation between antenna
elements, and the implementation of low-efficiency PAs increase the heat dissipation
challenges [24,25].
In transmitters, PAs dominate heat dissipation and power consumption. Apart
from thermal management and reliability issues, the performance of PAs are temperature-
dependent. In particular, challenges associated with signal linearity are highly influen-
ced by the electrothermal behavior of PAs under dynamic operating conditions. For
this reason, an electrothermal analysis of PAs is required to predict the static and
dynamic performance of transmitters accurately. The electrothermal analysis can be
done by coupling a thermal solver with an electrical solver in an iterative way, see
Fig. 1.4. In this approach, the device temperature and dissipated power are exchanged
between two solvers until a consistent solution is found. However, such an approach
is often time-consuming and computationally expensive. Therefore, it is crucial to
develop efficient methods for the electrothermal analysis of PAs. The efficient analysis
approach can be utilized for optimum thermally-aware design and evaluation of PAs.
Furthermore, an efficient electrothermal analysis approach can be incorporated in
4
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Electrical Simulator Thermal Simulator
Dissipated Power
Temperature
Figure 1.4: Coupled electrothermal simulation using thermal and electrical simulators.
the active antenna transmitter analysis framework for thermally-aware prediction of
transmitters [26,27]. Such an analysis approach can be applied at the early design
stages of the transmitter to extract guidelines for co-design of the antenna array and
PAs considering EM, circuit, thermal transmitter performance.
1.3 Thesis Contribution
This thesis attempts to develop efficient methods for analyzing active antenna trans-
mitters by applying joint circuit, EM, and thermal modeling approaches. The initial
focus has been on developing an efficient method for active antenna transmitter mo-
deling that addresses the joint PA and antenna effects on the transmitter performance,
such as radiation pattern and in-beam signal nonlinear distortion. This work was
followed up in Paper [A]. The active antenna transmitter model is applicable for both
digital and hybrid beamforming transmitters and is applied to a hybrid beamforming
architecture and beam steering scenarios. Unlike the previously proposed PA models
for multi-antenna transmitter analysis, the proposed PA model is not limited to small
levels of mismatches and is equally accurate for any mismatches level. We have perfor-
med experiments with a mmWave hybrid beamforming subarray module to validate
the proposed analysis. The subarray module includes a typical beamforming IC and
a subarray antenna. The experimental validation results are therefore demonstrated
for a beam steering scenario. The transmitter model is then exploited in a simulation
study to predict the linearity in different array configurations.
The load-pull-based PA models introduced in Paper [A] are used to investigate the
interaction between PAs in a spatial power combiner. In Paper [B], we investigate the
critical coupling effects on the active performance of a multi-channel spatial power
combining module. The coupling between combiner channels can create non-optimum
loading conditions at the output of the connected PAs and deteriorate combining
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performance. Such situations happen if the ports excitations become non-uniform
due to non-identical PA behaviors.
The efficient modeling and analysis approach for transmitters is extended to include
the effect of heat dissipation in PA behavior and consequently transmitter performance.
In Paper [C], we propose computationally-efficient methods for thermal modeling
and electrothermal analysis of PAs, including thermal model and equivalent thermal
network extraction, using finite element method (FEM) thermal simulation data and
nonlinear fitting algorithms. These form the basis for the development of efficient
electrothermal analysis methodologies for the temperature-dependent characterization
of PAs. The static and dynamic performance of a PA Device Under Test (DUT) is
experimentally evaluated.
The proposed modeling approaches provide efficient tools for correctly predicting
the joint circuit, EM, and thermal behavior of active antenna transmitters.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Following this introduction, Chapter 2
describes the essential PA characteristics and a variety of behavioral models. First, a
brief introduction to PA fundamental nonlinear characteristics is given. Then, the
PA models for transmitters with isolated and coupled paths are described. Finally,
temperature-dependent PA models are introduced. Chapter 3 explains the proposed
active antenna transmitter modeling algorithm and experimental validation results
related to a hybrid beamforming subarray module. It will explain the effect of
mutual coupling in antenna array theory which is crucial in analyzing active antenna
transmitters. This chapter also covers the joint PA and combiner performance
evaluation. Chapter 4 describes the two proposed methodologies for the efficient
electrothermal analysis of PAs. Furthermore, it covers the concepts of thermal
impedance, thermal model extraction, and equivalent thermal network. Finally,





Power amplifiers play an essential role in wireless communication systems. The PA
principal role is to amplify an RF signal to a power level suitable for transmission.
However, PAs are significant contributors to the power consumption, signal distortion,
heat dissipation, and efficiency of transmitters [28]. The high power operating regime
and inherent nonlinearity of PAs affect the signal quality of transmitters adversely.
Therefore, to analyze the performance of active antenna transmitters, it is critical to
characterize and model PA behavior properly.
This chapter presents a brief introduction to the PA nonlinear characteristics,
modeling structures, and model identification. Dual input PA models are introduced
for modeling transmitters of MIMO communication systems. Temperature-dependent
models are introduced for electrothermal characterization of PAs. The chapter ends
with a summary.
2.1 AM/AM and AM/PM Characteristics
Power amplifiers are commonly characterized by their gain and phase-shift as a
function of input or output power. These characteristics are called amplitude mo-
dulation to amplitude modulation (AM/AM) and amplitude modulation to phase
modulation (AM/PM). The shape of the AM/AM and AM/PM curves provide insig-
htful information about the PA nonlinearities [29]. Typically, AM/AM and AM/PM
characteristics are obtained when a PA is excited with a single tone signal. In this
case, the AM/AM and AM/PM curves are a one-to-one mapping. Under modulated
signal excitation, the instantaneous gain and output phase versus instantaneous input
power is plotted to show dynamic AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics. Therefore,
these curves show dispersive data. The dispersion gives a qualitative indication of
the PA memory effects. Fig. 2.1 represents the measured AM/AM and AM/PM of a
class AB PA which is operated at 2 GHz [30].
The memory effect is an inherent characteristic of a power amplifier which appears
7
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Figure 2.1: An example of PA AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics. Dispersive gray dots show
dynamic PA behavior under modulated input signal with 10 MHz bandwidth [30].
due to the PA intrinsic and extrinsic parasitic elements, reactive elements in matching
network, and the energy storage nature of transistor junctions. Self-heating is also
another critical source of memory effects in PAs [31]. The memory effect of the PA can
be ignored when the input signal is a single tone or a modulated signal with a narrow
bandwidth. This simplification is valid if the amplifier behavior is constant/flat over
the input signal’s bandwidth. In this case, AM/AM and AM/PM conversion of PA at
the carrier frequency characterize the PA within the signal bandwidth [29].
2.2 PA Behavioral modeling
A PA behavioral model characterizes the PA behavior such as output power, efficiency,
etc., as a function of different input variables [32]. Unlike PA physical models,
which are more suited to circuit-level simulation, behavioral models are based on the
mathematical dependence of specific input and output characteristics and are aimed
at the analysis at the transmitter level. Creating a behavioral model requires defining
the model structure, collecting a set of input and output data, and determining model
coefficients. The model applicability depends on the model structure. An example
could be static and dynamic models developed to predict single tone or wideband
input signals. A variety of PA behavioral models have been proposed so far for
different applications. PA models can be categorized as single input models and
load-dependent models. The latter has been proposed for MIMO systems where the
8














Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a) single path, b) multi path transmitter for the purpose of PA
modeling
PA output is subject to signals from other transmit branches. The PA behavioral
models are extended to temperature-dependent models when the problem of heat
dissipation and thermal issues needs to be accurately considered.
2.2.1 Single Input PA Model
Fig. 2.2(a) shows the block diagram of a single chain transmitter for PA behavioral
modeling. It is assumed that there is no reflected wave at the PA output. The
suitable behavioral model, following the complex baseband envelope descriptions [33],
is presented as
b(n) = f(a(n)), (2.1)
where b(n) is the PA output power1 wave and described as a function of the power
wave incident to the PA input a(n). The function f , characterizes PA nonlinear
behavior. Moreover, for simplicity in mathematical representation, the dependency of
b(n) to current and past samples of input waves, i.e. f(a(n− 1), a(n− 2), ...) is not
shown here and throughout the thesis. Such a model is also valid for the multi-antenna
transmitters if the RF paths are isolated.
A variety of functions have been proposed for the single input PA model structure
[35–38]. Volterra series model and the pruned version of it i.e. polynomial, memory
1Power wave terms are introduced by D. M. Pozar [34], Chapter 4.
9
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polynomial [37], generalized memory polynomial [38] are among the most popular PA





where b(n) and a(n) are the baseband complex envelop of PA input and output power
waves. αp are the complex model coefficients and P is the nonlinear model order.
Only odd-order terms are present since the distortion produced by the even-order
components are far from the carrier frequency and do not contribute to the PA output
within its intended bandwidth [39].








where αpm are the model complex coefficients. P and M represent the nonlinear model
order and memory depth, respectively.
2.2.2 Dual Input PA Model
The transmitter in MIMO systems has several RF transmit chains, including individual
PAs to drive an antenna array. Modern transmitters avoid bulky isolators between
PA and antenna due to the high integration and lack of spacing. Thus, PAs become
susceptible to the waves leaking from other branches. Especially, mismatch and
mutual coupling in the antenna array create a variable active load, Γi, at the output
of each PA, as will be described in Sec. 3.1.2. Variations in output impedance affect
the linear and nonlinear behavior of each PA. The conventional PA model cannot
describe their behavior in these cases. Fig. 2.2(b) presents the block diagram for
modeling PA in a MIMO system. The PA output in the k-th branch is described as
b2(n) = f(a1(n), a2(n)), (2.4)
where b2(n) is the PA output and described as a function of the two incident power
waves, i.e a1(n), a2(n) in the k-th transmit path. f(.) is a nonlinear mathematical
function that describes the effects of amplification as well as the effects of PA output
load variation (Γi). Equation (2.4) is referred to as a dual input PA model.
Until now several dual input PA models have been introduced [22, 23, 40–49].
In [43,46] a dynamic dual-input PA model is developed which characterizes PA under
mismatch at the input and output. Zakka in [49] proposed a memoryless dual input
PA model based on Poly-Harmonic Distortion (PHD) [48] modeling approach to use
10
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in a macro transmitter modeling. Fager, et al. [22] proposed a memory polynomial
dual-input model which is suitable for wideband signals. As an example, the structure
of the memory polynomial dual-input model proposed by [22] is presented here. This
































where (P1, P2) and (M1,M2) are the nonlinear model orders and memory depth,
respectively. Similar to a classical S-parameters definition, the term S21(|a1|) maps
the incident wave a1 to the wave b2. Likewise, S22(|a1|) maps a2 to b2 wave. S21 and
S22 depends on the amplitude of the input wave. T22(a1) is a term that depends on
amplitude and phase of input wave and map the conjugate of a2 wave to b2. The two
last parts of (2.5) describe PA nonlinear behavior due to the effect of waves coming
from other branches and S21(|a1|) is showing the large signal gain of the PA.
Using interpolation functions
Models presented so far rely on specific mathematical representations based on know-
ledge of PA behavior. In many practical applications, the PA nonlinear characteristics
are achieved experimentally. Therefore, an adequate mathematical function may not
be easily found. An alternative model, which is also helpful for computer simulation,
can be a tabular representation of experimental data [29,50,51].
An interpolation function can also be used to map input-output data relationships.
Computing software nowadays comes with built-in interpolation functions such as
piecewise linear. Thus, an interpolation function can approximate the PA behavior
without being constrained by a polynomial model as described above. Piecewise
interpolation function, as an example, have the advantage of being equally accurate
for all points within the measured data range. Therefore, it can characterize PA
behavior for large mismatches with reasonable accuracy. Paper [A] used a piecewise
linear interpolation function to characterize the PA static nonlinear behavior versus
different output loading conditions.
11
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Including the memory effect in the interpolation model is not trivial. One approach
can be to develop an interpolation function that treat the delayed signal as a new
variable. Therefore, the model relates the instantaneous complex gain of PA to the
instantaneous inputs and M preceding samples as M new variables (memory depth).
2.2.3 Temperature-dependent Model
The introduced behavioral models in Sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 describe the PA output as
a function of its input and reflected waves at the output. It is well known that the
PA performance also depends on its operating temperature. Behavioral models with
temperature dependency are suitable for the temperature-aware and electrothermal
analysis of transmitters. Therefore, the single input model structure in (2.1) is
modified as
b(n) = fth(a(n), T (n)) (2.6)
where T (n) is the PA effective temperature. Similarly, the structure of dual input
model in (2.4) is adapted to a temperature-dependent PA model as
b2(n) = fth(a1(n), a2(n), T (n)) (2.7)
The function fth(.), characterizes PA nonlinear and temperature-dependent behavior.
The introduced static and memory polynomial models in (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) can
then be transformed to temperature-dependent models by modifying the model





where αp(T (n)) is the temperature-dependent model coefficient. Equivalently, the




γp1m1,m2(T (n)) to include temperature dependency.
For electrothermal analysis of PAs and temperature-aware transmitter performance
prediction, temperature-dependent models of dissipated power are required. Following
an approach similar to the single input PA modeling, the temperature dependence of
the PA power dissipation, Pdiss, is modeled by a polynomial expression as





where Pin(n) and Pout(n) represent the power of the input, a(n), and output waves,
b(n), respectively. Pdc(n) is the supply dc power. In contrast to RF behavioral
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a conventional load-pull measurement setup.
models, this model includes all nonlinear orders, including zero-order quiescent power
dissipation. ξpd(T (n)) are real-valued model coefficients leading to a real value for
dissipated power.
The PA thermal response is typically much slower than the RF signal response.
Therefore, the required data for determining temperature-dependent model coefficients
can be acquired by repeating pulsed RF measurements or circuit simulations at different
ambient temperatures.
2.2.4 Model Identification
Once the model structure is specified, a set of measured or simulated data representing
the PA output versus known inputs is required to identify the model. The measured
or simulated data is used to obtain the model coefficients or to develop an interpo-
lation function. For single-input models, data collection for model identification is
relatively straight forward. However, for dual-input models, load-pull is required to
emulate a2 waves. As it is described in Sec. 2.2.3, data for temperature-dependent
model identification coefficients can be acquired by repeating measurements or circuit
simulations at different ambient temperatures.
Load-Pull Measurements
In conventional load-pull experiments, a passive tuner changes the output load
impedance of the PA. The reflected wave back to the PA output, a2, can be collected
using directional couplers. Active load-pull instead uses an adjusted signal to be
injected into the PA output [53, 54]. The model coefficients or interpolation function
can be specified by measuring the incident and reflected waves at the PA ports.
In Paper [A], we performed passive load-pull measurements to develop the static
interpolation function of the PA integrated into a beamforming IC. Fig. 2.3 shows
the block diagram of the load-pull measurement setup. a1 is a single tone continuous
wave (CW) signal at 29 GHz frequency. a2 and b2 waves at the interface of the DUT
13
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(b)
Figure 2.4: a) Normalized delivered output power contours from load-pull measurement at 29 GHz.
Markers are Z1 = 115 + j4, Z2 = 11− j12 and 50Ω. Gray points indicate loads used during load-pull
characterization, b) Normalized AM/AM for the different marked loads Z1, Z2 and 50 Ω. The results
are normalized to the small signal measurements with a 50 Ω load.
are measured for each level of input power and specified tuner load. Therefore, the
PA’s AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics have been measured for all specified tuner
loads.
Fig. 2.4(a) shows the normalized delivered output power contours that are obtained
from the interpolated load-pull measurement data. Fig. 2.4(b) presents AM/AM plots
for three different tuner loads, i.e. Z1 = 115 + j4, Z2 = 11 − j12 and 50 Ω. Plots
are normalized to the gain values in the linear working region for the 50 Ω loading.
The behavior and absolute levels of the AM/AM plots change with varying loading.
Similar behavior is observed for AM/PM curves. Detailed information about the
measurement scenario can be found in Paper [A].
Least Square Estimator
A least-square estimator finds the coefficients of the models which are linear in
coefficients e.g. (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), (2.8) and (2.9) [55]. A linear-in coefficient PA
model can typically be described as the summation of weighted (model coefficients)
basis functions. For N number of PA input and output measured samples, the model
can be written as
b = H(a)c, (2.10)
where b is a column vector containing the N measured samples of the PA output i.e.
b = [b(1)..., b(N − 1), b(N)]T . c is a column vector of the model coefficients. H(a) is
14
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Figure 2.5: Simulated (marker lines) and modeled (solid lines) PA DUT characteristics at six
different temperatures: (a) gain variation / AM/AM and phase variation / AM/PM, (b) dissipated
power (Pdiss). AM/AM graphs are normalized to the PA maximum gain at 27
oC ambient temperature
a matrix containing the evaluated nonlinear model basis functions based on known
input samples, i.e. a(n). For the dual input models, a set of a1(n) and a2(n) are used
to evaluate the model basis functions. For the model in (2.9), b is the N measured or
simulated samples of the PA dissipated power.
The least-square estimate of the model coefficients can be identified as
ĉ = (HTH)−1HTb. (2.11)
As described earlier, in Paper [A] we applied the measured data directly to develop
the interpolation function. However, it is possible to map the measured data to a
memoryless dual input polynomial model using the least square technique [47]. In
Paper [C], we used a least square estimator to find temperature-dependent coefficients
of (2.8) and (2.9).
Thermal Model Identification
In Paper [C], we used temperature-dependent behavioral nonlinear models for the
electrothermal analysis of a PA device under test (DUT). The data were obtained
by performing circuit simulations at different ambient temperatures. Then, the PA
performance was mapped to the models in (2.6) and (2.9) using least square estimator.
Fig. 2.5 presents the temperature-dependent AM/AM, AM/PM, and dissipated power
of the PA DUT in Paper [C]. As it can be seen, there is a good agreement between the
modeled and simulated results. The temperature-dependent behavioral models are
used in an electrothermal analysis framework where the PA thermal model calculates
the temperature, and PA behavioral models evaluate PA output and dissipated power.
The temperature and dissipated power exchanged between models to accurately
15
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take into account temperature variations on PA performance. The details about
model-based electrothermal analysis are given in Chapter. 4.
2.3 Summary
Accurate prediction of PA performance requires considering temperature variations in
behavioral modeling. At the same time, in MIMO transmitters, PAs are subject to
waves coming from other branches. Therefore, developing new PA behavioral models
suitable for transmitters in MIMO systems is of major interest. The use of a proper
PA model is crucial for the correct analysis of the active antenna transmitter.
In this chapter, different PA behavioral modeling are reviewed. First, the PA
nonlinear characteristics are described to the reader. The PA modeling is categorized
into single input and dual input models for application in the active antenna transmitter
modeling. The application of an interpolation function for PA modeling is introduced
as an option to the typical polynomial-based models. Temperature-dependent models
for PA analysis and system-level simulations of transmitters are introduced. Finally,






MIMO transmitters, in both digital- and hybrid beamforming architectures, are based
on active antenna arrays. The analysis of MIMO transmitters, including several PAs
and antennas, needs efficient methodologies. This chapter introduces the antenna array
characteristics such as embedded element pattern and active impedance for arrays
with significant mutual coupling. The importance of dedicated nonlinear modeling
techniques for the analysis of active antenna transmitters is briefly described. Then,
our proposed modeling approach for hybrid beamforming transmitters is introduced.
The experimental results of a 29 GHz hybrid beamforming subarray module and
succeeding simulation study of a large-scale hybrid beamforming transmitter are
provided in the same section. Furthermore, this chapter describes the joint PA and
combiner analysis and critical coupling effects on the performance of a spatial power
combining module. The chapter finishes with a summary.
3.1 Antenna Array Characteristics
An antenna array is a set of antenna elements that work together and is designed such
that the combined radiated signal has desired characteristics [56]. MIMO arrays can be
thought of as an antenna array with advanced adaptive beamforming/signal processing,
which exploits the complex surrounding environment to improve performance, e.g., in
terms of channel capacity [56]. Therefore, an antenna array can have a wide range of
architectures and capabilities. However, the underlying operating principle is shared
among all configurations and applications.
The antenna elements and the excitation network are the two main parts of every
antenna array. The excitation network is responsible for exciting the antenna elements
such that the desired radiation characteristics are obtained. The array is called passive
when a passive feeding network excites antenna elements from a common path. The
17
















Figure 3.1: Illustration of a generic antenna array layout in spherical coordinate system (left) and
Azimuth/Elevation coordinate system (right); each antenna element is located in position rn. The
element radiated field is En, and excitation waves are bn.
active array is an array where each antenna element has a dedicated transmit or
receive feeding path [56]. The active antenna array is more flexible and powerful,
especially for beamforming purposes.
The radiation function, also defined as radiation pattern, represents the angular
distribution of the radiated electric field of an antenna in the far-field region [57]. The
radiation pattern is independent of the radial distance from the antenna in the far-field
region. The radiation pattern of an antenna array including N antenna elements that








where r̂(θ, φ) = sin(θ) cos(φ)x̂+sin(θ) sin(φ)ŷ+cos(θ)ẑ shows the vector of observation
point at (θ, φ), see Fig. 3.1. En(r̂)
1 is the element far-field radiation function2 which
is represented with respect to the array origin [56]. Eon(r̂) is the element radiation
pattern where the origin is on the antenna element itself, and assuming that the
incident input power to the antenna element is unitary. k0 = 2π/λ is the wavenumber
and bn = Ane
jφn is the complex value of the incident power wave to the n-th element




As it can be seen in Fig. 3.1, the (θ, φ) in spherical coordinate system can be
1E = En(r̂) is the electric field vector which in Cartesian coordinate system can be written as
E = Exx̂ + Eyŷ + Ezẑ.
2Assuming the antenna elements are isolated. The accurate term is the embedded element
radiation function which will be introduced in 3.1.2.
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convert to azimuth and elevation coordinates (Az,El) angle by
sin(El) = sin(φ)cos(θ), (3.2)
tan(Az) = cos(φ)tan(θ).
Equation (3.1) shows that the array radiation pattern depends on the individual
element radiation patterns, positions, and incident waves. The physical geometry of
the array determines the first two quantities. However, the feeding network determines
the incident power waves, e.g., the PA outputs in an active antenna transmitter.
3.1.1 Phased Array and Beam Steering
Phased arrays are antenna arrays that can provide electronic beam steering by applying
phase-shifted excitations to the antenna elements. The beam steering allows the beam
to be pointed toward specific users for quickly tracking or sweeping a large spatial
sector [58]. However, to steer a highly directive beam toward a particular direction, it
is vital to properly design the antenna element and array layout.
Fig. 3.2 shows the configuration of a linear and planar phased array with their
corresponding steered beam. For an equally spaced linear array the required phase
shift between element along the x-axis for steering the beam to θs can be obtained
as [57]
∆φx = kdsin(θs). (3.3)
where d is the inter-element spacing. For an equally spaced planar array, the phase-
shift between elements along the x- and y-axis to steer the antenna array beam toward
(φs, θs) can be easily found as
∆φx = kdxsin(θs)cos(φs), (3.4)
∆φy = kdysin(θs)sin(φs).
where dx and dy are the elements spacing along the x- and y-axis. Therefore, the
excitation phase of element (nx, ny) with nx = 1, ..., Nx and ny = 1, ..., Ny is
φnx,ny = −nx∆φx − ny∆φy. (3.5)
3.1.2 Effect of Mutual Coupling
Every antenna element is typically characterized in isolation and away from surroun-
ding bodies. In an array, the antenna element radiation characteristics are strongly
affected by the neighboring antennas. The proximity between antenna elements
can change the far-field radiation pattern enormously and also affect the impedance
characteristics of each element significantly. These effects are referred to as mutual
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of a linear (left) and planar (right) phased array; ∆φx is phase shift in
linear array. Nx and Ny are the number of elements in planar array along x and y axis, respectively.
φnx,ny is the excitation phase of corresponding element.
coupling and are often undesired in antenna arrays. For weakly coupled antennas, it
is common to assume identical and isolated element radiation patterns. In a dense
array, element radiation patterns can be very different from one another. Exciting one
antenna element induces a current in the neighboring elements. The adjacent element
thereby re-radiates and subsequently couples to the other antennas. Therefore, the
total radiation pattern changes due to the radiation of the induced current. Also, the
induced coupled current to the nearby antenna changes its port impedance. These
effects are dependent on the antenna element excitations and the mutual coupling level.
For an antenna array, the terms embedded element pattern and active impedance are
defined to represent radiation pattern and port impedance in the presence of mutual
coupling.
Embedded element pattern
The embedded element pattern is defined as the array radiation pattern when one
element is excited, and the rest of the elements are passively terminated by a matched
load, see Fig. 3.3 (b). Equation (3.1) can be then adopted based on embedded
element patterns. In this representation, the mutual coupling effects are incorporated
















Figure 3.3: The antenna element radiation pattern. a) Isolated element pattern, b) Embedded
element pattern; For a weakly coupled array, the isolated element pattern and embedded element
pattern become similar.
In this formulation, it is assumed that embedded element radiation pattern is re-
presented in respect to the antenna array origin. Otherwise, the Eemn (r̂) must be
modified accordingly.
Active impedance
Each antenna element is characterized solely by its self-impedance. However, when an
antenna element is placed in an array configuration its input impedance changes due
to mutual coupling. The term active impedance refers to the input impedance of an
element when all other array elements are active or excited. Consequently, the active
impedance varies with array element excitations and mutual coupling level [59,60].
Therefore, for a phased array it depends on the steering angle. In principle, the
active impedance is different for each antenna element inside the array. For an array
of N elements, the S -parameter is an N ×N matrix which includes mismatch and
mutual coupling of the array. Sn,m are the elements of the array S -parameter matrix.
Considering that the element excitations, bn, are known, the i -th element active











Zact,i is the antenna port impedance when all other antenna elements of the array
are active. The active impedance often is calculated assuming that antenna element
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excitations are independent of antenna array characteristics. However, in an integrated
active antenna transmitter, antenna element excitations which are PA outputs, depend
on signal back to the PAs due to the antenna array mismatch and mutual coupling,
i.e., a2, see Fig. 2.2.
The analysis of antenna arrays is a well-established topic in the antenna research
area. Various EM simulation tools such as CST Microwave Studio and Ansys HFSS
are available for highly accurate simulation of antenna and post-processing of antenna
arrays. To analyze large-scale transmitter performance, a model which adequately
represents antenna array behavior is applied.
3.2 Importance of Transmitter Modeling
The modeling of a transmitter helps to find a suitable description and understanding
of its behavior. The model can then predict the transmitter’s output for any specific
input signal or understand observed measured results. Moreover, modeling is essential
before implementing the hardware. Having adequate knowledge about the transmitter
performance under realistic operating conditions can aid the modification or design
of transmitter configuration and building blocks if needed to meet the required
characteristics. The other advantage is that unwanted transmitter output, such as
nonlinear distortion, can be predicted, and a proper compensation approach can be
developed correspondingly. Furthermore, an accurate hardware-oriented transmitter
model can be employed to evaluate different signal processing algorithms. Therefore,
expensive and complicated measurement setups for such evaluations can be avoided,
and the development speed can be improved.
An active transmitter antenna array consists of radiating antenna elements and
PAs. They are designed and simulated individually using EM and circuit CAD tools
such as Ansys HFSS, Keysight ADS, Cadence, etc. Antenna EM and active circuit
CAD tools are developed for full-wave and circuit-level simulations. However, when
performing analysis on the transmitter level, such a detailed simulation (in a co-
simulation or combined EM/circuit form) is neither feasible nor logical for large active
antenna transmitters. Furthermore, using these tools limit the investigation to the
specific CAD capabilities and simulation results. For instance, EM and circuit CAD
tools cannot deal with modulated signals efficiently. The works reported in [18,61–63]
proposed specific CAD-based approaches for the analysis of active antenna arrays
that cannot be applied to modulated signal analysis and transmitters serving large
antenna arrays.
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3.3 Proposed Modeling Technique
The key to efficient and accurate assessment of active antenna transmitters is employing
relevant behavioral models of transmitter building blocks, i.e., PAs and antenna array.
Considering the interaction between the antenna array and PA is important in
developing a framework for modeling active antenna transmitters.
The terminology used in this section assumes that all antennas and PAs work at
the same center frequency. Digital signal processing units perform digital precoding,
beamforming, and linearization, see Fig. 3.3. Precoding/beamforming weights are
calculated based on the channel state information and by applying proper precoding
techniques such as maximum ratio combining or zero-forcing [64,65]. The transmitter
modeling formulation maps the signal incident to the PA (the baseband complex
envelop representation of incident power wave) to the radiated field signal, i.e., the
active antenna transmitter output. The purpose of this modeling technique is to
evaluate radiated signal characteristics. The signal radiated in the far-field provides
valuable insight into transmitter performance in all spatial and user directions.
Fig. 3.3 shows the analysis framework for the active antenna transmitter with
coupled antenna elements. The mutual coupling affects antenna element radiation
patterns, antenna’s active impedance, and PA outputs. The proper PA model for
modeling the behavior of this transmitter is the dual-input model introduced in
Sec. 2.2.2. In the k -th transmit path, the output of each PA is
b
(k)





where fk(.) is k -th PA dual input behavioral model. a
(k)
1 (n) and b
(k)
2 (n) are the PA
input and output signals, respectively. a
(k)
2 (n) is the incident signal to PA output
due to antenna array mismatch and mutual coupling which is determined using the
antenna array S -parameters, Sant, i.e.
a2 = Santb2, (3.10)
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model structure is suitable for antenna S -parameters that are flat over the signal
bandwidth. Finite impulse response (FIR) filters representing antenna mismatch and
coupling can be used to model frequency-dependent antenna behavior, as in [66]. It is
important to jointly solve (3.10) and (3.9) to find correct values for b
(k)
2 . As described
in Sec. 3.1.2, each antenna element radiated field is affected by mutual coupling.
Therefore, the isolated element radiation pattern is not applicable and the embedded
element pattern must be used. When the correct values of b
(k)
2 are found, the total






































































Figure 3.4: Digital beamforming MIMO transmitter; The modeling framework for transmitters
with non-negligible antenna array mutual coupling.
where Eemk (r̂) is the embedded element pattern of the antenna connected to the k -th
PA, see Sec. 3.1.2. The other terms in this equation have been introduced in Sec. 3.1.
Finding incident signals to the antenna elements in an active antenna transmitter
with coupled antenna elements is not trivial. In the k-th branch, b
(k)
2 depends on both
the mismatch and the mutual coupling in the antenna array side as well as the PA




2 , define the output signal
of the PA, b
(k)
2 , which is also the incident wave to the k-antenna element. Analyzing
the performance of active antenna transmitters requires correct implementation of the
interactions between the antenna array and PAs. Fager [22,66], Barradas [13], and
Zakka [49] proposed techniques where the interaction between PA and antenna array
are solved to find the value of the signal at the PA and antenna interface, i.e., b
(k)
2 .
Fager, et al. [22, 66] developed a transmitter model which is formulated as b =
f(a,Sant). This work suggests a closed-form analytical solution as the PA model is
linear concerning the a2 waves. It is not straightforward to provide an analytical
solution for the transmitter with more complicated PA models. Barradas et al. [13]
implemented the PA and antenna S -parameter models in a MATLAB Simulink scheme
such that the signal returning from an antenna array element, i.e., a
(k)
2 , is fed back to
the dual input PA model. A joint analysis scheme is thus provided to analyze the
transmitter performance. In [49], the antenna active impedance is considered as PA
output load. PA outputs, b
(k)
2 , are determined using dual input PHD models.
The complexity and cost of digital beamforming architectures at mmWave fre-
quency bands promote hybrid beamforming MIMO systems. Therefore, in Paper [A],
we developed a hardware-oriented model for hybrid beamforming transmitters. In the
following section, the proposed modeling technique is described. The proposed model
24


































































Figure 3.5: Hybrid beamforming MIMO transmitter; The architecture and modeling framework.
can be applied to both digital and hybrid beamforming architectures. However, the
notation is developed for the hybrid beamforming transmitter case.
3.3.1 Model Algorithm
Fig. 3.3.1 shows the block diagram of a typical hybrid beamforming transmitter.
In this configuration, beamforming is split into digital and analog beamforming
domains. The hybrid beamforming transmitter has K RF transmit paths, each of
them connected to an L-channel beamforming IC. Analog beamforming ICs perform
amplification and phase shifting on the output channels. In total, there are LK RF
output channels connected to the large-scale antenna array. Fig. 3.3.1 shows the
analysis framework for the hybrid beamforming transmitter.









jφ(k,l) , with l = 1 : L, k = 1 : K, (3.12)
where the signal a
(k)
1 is the common input to the channels of the k -th beamforming
IC. a
(k,l)
2 is the incident wave to the output of l -th channel of the k -th beamforming
IC. φ(k,l) is the analog beamforming phase shifts. f(k,l)(.) is the interpolation dual
input model of l -th channel of k -th beamforming IC as introduced in Sec. 2.2.2. The
antenna array model is similar to the one used in Sec. 3.3. Therefore, (3.10) represents
antenna array mismatch and mutual coupling and (3.6) stands for antenna array
radiated field.
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In Paper [A] we propose an iterative algorithm to find b
(k,l)
2 , see Algorithm 3.1.
The iterative algorithm starts with the assumption of no reflection and no mismatch
at the beamforming IC outputs, i.e. a
(k,l)
2 = 0. In each iteration, (3.12) and (3.10) are
evaluated. After a few iterations, Nitr, the algorithm converges to a steady value for
a
(k,l)
2 . Once b
(k,l)
2 are found, the total radiated field is calculated as





f(k,l) Beamforming IC channels interpolation model
Sant Antenna array S-parameters
φ(k,l) Analog phase shifts
a
(k,l)
2,0 = 0 Algorithm initialization (i = 0)
for i=0 to Nitr do
for all k do


















































em are embedded element patterns of the antenna elements introduced in
Sec. 3.1.2 and used in (3.11) The algorithm runs per time step n to evaluate hybrid
beamforming transmitter performance with modulated signal inputs.
Active Impedance
The changes in impedance seen by each PA (antenna active impedance) impacts the
PA output and, therefore, the signal radiated by the antenna array. In Sec. 3.1.2 the
active impedance is introduced assuming ideal array excitation. The actual active
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2 are calculated using Algorithm 3.1. Paper [A] illustrates that the active
reflection coefficient obtained from (3.14) of the evaluated hybrid beamforming subar-
ray module differs significantly from the traditional case, where PA load dependence
is ignored.
3.4 Active Antenna Transmitter Demonstrator
The accuracy of the proposed method explained in Sec. 3.3 was evaluated using measu-
rements of a 29 GHz hybrid beamforming subarray module. First, the beamforming IC
and the subarray antenna were characterized. Then the proposed iterative algorithm
predicts the subarray module performance for various beam steering scenarios. In
the next step, Over-The-Air (OTA) measurements were conducted to confirm the
predicted results in terms of the radiation pattern and far-field nonlinear distortion.
Paper [A] presents validation measurements for the beam steering scenario. However,
the proposed modeling can be also applied to a hybrid digital and analog beamforming
scenario if proper digital and analog weights are applied to the transmit signals.
3.4.1 Hardware Configuration
Fig. 3.6(a) shows the hardware configuration of a typical hybrid beamforming trans-
mitter built by 2× 2 subarray antennas, driven by individual beamforming ICs. A
beamforming IC is a multi-channel device that includes Tx/Rx blocks integrated into
an RF frontend. The TX/RX blocks include phase shifters, T/R switches, attenuators,
PAs, and low noise amplifiers, see Fig. 3.6(b). Beamforming ICs typically apply
independent analog beamforming weights to each of the output channels.
In Paper [A], the test case is a subarray module consisting of a 29 GHz 2×2 planar
microstrip patch antenna array connected to a quad-channel beamforming IC from
NXP Semiconductors. The beamforming IC operates at 26.5-29.5 GHz. Fig. 3.6(c)
shows a picture of the tested subarray module. The beamforming IC was placed at
the backside of the subarray antenna in the performed measurement.
3.4.2 Experimental Setup and Scenarios
As described in Sec. 2.2.4, the static model of the beamforming IC was identified
using passive load-pull measurements performed at 29 GHz and with the help of the
linear interpolation function of MATLAB. The measured antenna array S -parameters
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Figure 3.6: a) Hybrid beamforming transmitter and its building blocks, b) Block diagram of the
beamforming IC, c) figure of implemented subarray module including evaluation board of the quad
channel beamforming IC and 2× 2 subarray antenna.
and EM simulated embedded element patterns were used in the modeling framework
shown in Fig. 3.3.1. The maximum measured coupling happened between side-by-side
elements and was around -12 dB. The antenna array and load-pull characterization
procedure are described in detail in Paper [A]. OTA measurements were performed to
validate the proposed transmitter modeling approach, see Fig. 3.7. The transmitter
was the 2× 2 subarray module, and a single antenna was the receiver. A VNA was
used to generate a single tone signal at 29 GHz and to receive it.
In one measurement scenario, the distortion of the radiated signal was evaluated
versus different steer angles. Fig. 3.7(a) shows the OTA block diagram for assessing
far-field nonlinear distortion. The subarray module, as the transmitter, is set to
steer the beam to |Azs| < 80◦, |Els| < 75◦. The input power was swept from -22 to
3 dBm to push the PAs of the beamforming IC a few dB into compression. The OTA
measurements of AM/AM and AM/PM characterize the radiated signal distortion in
the far-field.
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of the setup for a) far-field signal distortion measurement, b) radiation
pattern measurement.
The transmitter was set to steer the beam at three specific angles in another
measurement scenario. The radiation pattern in the x-z plane was measured for the
three specific angles. Fig. 3.7(b) illustrates the block diagram for radiation pattern
measurement. Both measurement scenarios validate the effectiveness and accuracy of
the proposed transmitter modeling.
3.4.3 Measurement results
In this section, the experimental results related to the scenarios introduced in Sec. 3.4.2
are presented. Results include radiation pattern and AM/AM and AM/PM distortions
in the far-field.
Far-Field Signal Distortion
The OTA measured AM/AM and AM/PM distortion results correspond to the
amplitude and phase of the received signal versus input power to the subarray module,
see Fig. 3.7(a). The amplitude and phase variation of the calculated far-field radiation
pattern represents the modeled AM/AM and AM/PM distortion. The difference
between small signal and peak power gain and phase is denoted as amplitude and
phase compression to quantify the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion behavior with
two single values.
Fig. 3.8 shows the normalized received power, amplitude- and phase compression
variation for different azimuth and elevation steering angles, |Azs| < 80◦, |Els| < 75◦.
The measured results indicate that nonlinear distortion is dependent on steering
angle. The RMS error as difference between simulation and measurement values of
the amplitude and phase compression is about 0.18 dB and 1.6 degrees, respectively.
Given the uncertainty in the measurement setup, the difference between the predicted
29
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(a) (c) (e)
(b) (d) (f)
Figure 3.8: Normalized received power together with amplitude and phase compression variation in
the far-field for different azimuth and elevation steering angles, |Azs| < 80◦, |Els| < 75◦. Normalized
received power: a) OTA experiment b) Simulation. Amplitude compression: c) OTA experiment
d) Simulation. Phase compression: e) OTA experiment f) Simulation. The RMS error between
simulation and measurement of the amplitude and phase compression is 0.18 dB and 1.6 degrees,
respectively.
and measured results is generally acceptable. Paper [A] presents more details about
validation results.
Far-Field Radiation Pattern
Fig. 3.9 shows the measured and simulated radiation pattern for steered angles
Els = 0
◦, Azs = −30◦, 0◦, 30◦. The input power is 0 dBm to push the PAs into
compression. Prediction results were obtained from (3.13) using simulation-based
embedded element patterns. The PA nonlinearity and interactions with the antenna
array have not affected the radiation pattern significantly. In [63], an unwanted
sidelobe appears, which is probably due to a PA nonlinear effect on the antenna array
performance. PA and antenna interactions strongly influence signal distortion, as is
shown in Fig. 3.8. The presented method is effectively validated with a single tone
CW measurement. The antenna array and beamforming IC must exhibit relatively
constant characteristics within the signal bandwidth, as described in Sec. 2.1. If
the signal bandwidth is relatively low, the method can also investigate the dynamic
nonlinear behavior under modulated signal excitations.
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Figure 3.9: H-plane radiation pattern (El = 0◦) versus steered angle: a) (Azs, Els) = (−30◦, 0◦),
b) (Azs, Els) = (0
◦, 0◦), The red dashed line shows the boresight angle.
3.5 Transmitter Linearity Prediction
Linearity is a critical requirement of any wireless transmitter. Most MIMO system
transmitters use linearization algorithms, with a focus on DPD. There have been a
variety of DPD techniques proposed for compensation of transmitter nonlinearity
in MIMO systems [67–75]. A beam-dependent DPD approach has shown to be an
efficient solution for hybrid beamforming transmitters [69, 71, 72]. Therefore, it is
crucial to evaluate the transmitter performance along with DPD using a reliable
transmitter model. Such investigations help develop DPD techniques and design
suitable active antenna arrays for transmitters employing DPDs.
In this section, the linearity of large-scale hybrid beamforming transmitters with
different configurations and sizes is assessed using the proposed algorithm in Sec. 3.3.
An ideal beam-dependent predistorter is designed based on the predicted far-field
static nonlinear distortion in a specific direction. The behavior of the linearized
transmitter is evaluated for the beam steering scenario and in all steered beams. The
transmitter model algorithm uses the antenna array S-parameters and embedded
element patterns extracted from EM simulations. The beamforming IC is the one
that was characterized in Sec. 2.2.4. In this study, the emphasis is not on developing
a linearization or DPD technique. However, the potential of our proposed method is
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Figure 3.10: a) Structure of hybrid beamforming transmitter utilizing an ideal predistorter. b)
The conceptual representation of the transmitter transfer AM/AM and AM/PM function and
corresponding predistorter.
shown for the linearity analysis of large-scale hybrid beamforming transmitter systems
where beam-dependent DPD is applied.
3.5.1 Analysis Method and Results
Fig. 3.10 illustrates the conceptual representation for developing the predistorter
AM/AM and AM/PM functions. The considered ideal predistorter is designed to
linearize the transmitter for one specific beam direction, i.e., (Azt, Elt). First, the
transmitter radiated far-field is evaluated for the target steered beam (Azt, Elt).
E(Azt, Elt, |a1|) is obtained by applying the method described in Sec. 3.3. The power
of the input signal is swept until the transmitter is a few dB in compression.
The function of the ideal predistorter is obtained by swapping input and output
of the E(Azt, Elt, |a1|) function. |E(Azt, Elt, |a1|)| as the input, and |a1| as the
output are interpolated to obtain the predistorter AM/AM function. The AM/PM
predistorter function is the negative of ∠E(Azt, Elt, |a1|).
Hybrid beamforming transmitters with two antenna array configurations (Nx×Ny),
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8× 8 and 16× 4, are designed in CST and studied here, see Fig. 3.2 for the antenna
configuration. The coupling level is -12 dB and -20 dB between elements in the x
and y direction. Individual beamforming ICs drive each 2× 2 subarray antenna. The
beamforming IC is the one characterized in Sec. 2.2.4.
The behavior of the beamforming transmitter combined with the ideal predistorter
is evaluated for all beam steering cases. Ês(n) is the desired far-field signal at the time
instance n. Es(n) is the far-field signal at the main beam of each individual steered
beam. A single carrier LTE communication signal with an 8.5 dB Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR) and 20 MHz bandwidth is selected as Ês(n). The normalized
mean square error (NMSE) is considered as the figure of merit for evaluating the






where N is the total number of time samples. α is a complex scaling factor which is
calculated for each steered beam to eliminate the effects of gain and output power
variations in different steering directions. The 16 × 4 transmitter is linearized
for the steer angles (Azt, Elt) = (0, 0)
◦, (50, 0)◦, (30, 25)◦, and the 8× 8 transmitter
is linearized for (Azt, Elt) = (0, 0)
◦. Fig. 3.11 shows the linearity (NMSE) of the
linearized transmitters for steered beam |Azs| < 80◦, |Els| < 75◦. In each configuration,
in the direction (Azt, Elt) the transmitter with ideal predistorter is ideally linear. It
can be seen that the array configuration and coupling level between elements in x or
y direction affects the linearity variation.
In this study, the nonlinear distortion is very low for all cases and steered beams.
However, the NMSE variation between different beams is significant. The other
observation is that linearity has a diagonal symmetry behavior because beams at
(Azs, Els) and (−Azs,−Els) are identical for an equally spaced ideal rectangular array.
Generally, the linearity behavior relies on the specific beam direction, which is aimed
to be fully linearized [69, 71, 72]. This is an important observation that should be
carefully considered for a transmitter in the design stage.
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Figure 3.11: Nonlinear distortion in the far-field versus steering angle for a) 8× 8 array linearized
for the beam at (Azt, Elt) = (0, 0)
◦, b) 16 × 4 array linearized for (Azt, Elt) = (0, 0)◦, c) 16 × 4
array linearized for (Azt, Elt) = (50, 0)
◦, and d) 16 × 4 array linearized for (Azt, Elt) = (30, 25)◦.
The results are presented in terms of normalized mean square error for an LTE signal with 8.5
peak-to-average power ratio. The white filled star represents the direction that the beam-dependent
DPD is optimized for.
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Figure 3.12: The configuration of the proposed spatial power-combining module in Paper [B].
3.6 Performance of an Active Power Combining
Module
The higher path loss at mmWave frequencies can be compensated either by using a
large number of PA and antennas or increasing power per branch or antenna element in
active antenna transmitters. Typically, output power per antenna can be increased by
combining the power of multiple active devices. A variety of on-chip power combining
methods exist [76–80]. However, on-chip power combining networks suffer from high
insertion losses, and the losses increase as the number of interconnected components
increases. Paper [B], in continuation of [81], has proposed a novel power combining
solution where an array of multiple power amplifiers are interfaced to a single Substrate
Integrated Waveguide (SIW). The proposed combiner has low insertion loss, 0.4 dB.
In this section, the active performance of the proposed power combining module is
investigated. The interaction between the PA and combiner and the critical effects of
coupled PAs is studied and experimentally evaluated using the combiner module with
the introduced beamforming IC in Sec.3.4.1.
3.6.1 Spatial Power Combining Module
Fig. 3.6 shows the model of the power combining module structure. It employs an
array of four microstrip lines exciting a SIW-based cavity. A conventional rectangular
35
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Figure 3.13: Efficiency (red) and P1dB output power (blue) contours of the simulated PA at 28 GHz
in the load reflection coefficient plane. The cluster of points shows Γ1 and Γ2 of the power-combining
module in the presence of (a) ±15o phase errors; (b) 1dB amplitude errors ; (c) Both amplitude and
phase errors with normal distribution.
waveguide interface is the output port of the combiner module to demonstrate the
power combining and the interface to the waveguide port antennas. The electric field
from the SIW-based cavity is coupled through the etched rectangular aperture into
the WR-28 waveguide interface using a stepped ridge waveguide. More details about
the design parameters are provided in Paper [B].
3.6.2 Joint PA and Combiner Performance Evaluation
PA characteristics such as output power, gain, and efficiency, are highly dependent on
the PA output load. Load pull contours, as introduced in Sec. 2.2.4, predict the PA
performance versus different loading conditions. When the PAs are coupled through
non-isolated input channels of the power combiner module, the load represented to the
output of each PA corresponds to the active reflection coefficient at the combiner input
channel, i.e., Γacti , see (3.7). Here, Sn,m is the element of the combiner S-parameter
matrix, and bn is the complex gain of n-th PA.
In an ideal power combining condition, the PAs are assumed to behave similarly,
and thus the combiner input channels have uniform amplitude and phase excitation;
bn = bm|n,m. This assumption was also the basis for designing the passive combiner
in [81] without considering the PA and combiner interactions. However, PAs are non-
identical in practice and show different gain and output phases due to fabrication errors
and varying temperatures. Therefore, the active impedance of the combiner input
channels deviates from its optimal value and thus, degrades each PA performance.
In Paper [B], the active performance of the power combining module in conjunction
with the realistic PAs is investigated by both simulation and experiments. In a
simulation scenario, the designed power combining module has been interfaced with
four conventional single-ended common-base PAs, which have been designed in SiGe
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Figure 3.14: (a) Block diagram and (b) measurement setup for evaluating active performance of
the power-combining module in conjunction with the beamforming IC; (vector network analyzer and
cables are not shown).
BiCMOS technology. The experiment was performed using the manufactured power
combining module in conjunction with the quad-channel beamforming IC with similar
technology. The TX branches of the beamforming include a PA, a phase shifter, and
a variable gain amplifier (VGA). The gain and phase of each branch can be changed
via a digital control interface. The block diagram of the beamforming IC is provided
in Sec. 3.4.1.
Fig. 3.13 shows the simulated load-pull contours of the designed PA in terms of
output power in 1-dB compression point and efficiency, at 28 GHz frequency. The
effect of non-identical PAs is emulated by applying normally distributed errors to
the amplitude and phase of the combiner’s input channels. The active impedance
of channel-1 and 2 of the combiner are calculated using (3.7) and overlaid with the
PA load-pull contours. Fig. 3.13 shows that the active impedance variations remain
in the region of high output power and high efficiency of the designed PA. This
study shows the combiner sensitivity to the non-uniform excitation and can determine
design guides for maximum allowable PA output phase and amplitude variation. The
results show that for amplitude and phase variations within ±1dB and ±15o ranges,
respectively, the output power reduces less than 1 dB.
The quad-channel beamforming IC has been interfaced with the fabricated power-
combining module to experimentally evaluate combining performance in the presence
of non-identical realistic PAs. Fig. 3.14 shows the measurement block diagram in
which four short coaxial cables connect the evaluation board of the beamforming IC
to the combiner. The gain and phase of each channel can be controlled via a digital
control interface. This ability has been used to drive the power combining module
with equal amplitude and phases distribution and present errors corresponding to
emulating non-identical PAs. Fig. 3.6.2 shows the measured coupling between input
37
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Figure 3.15: Measured mutual coupling level between the input ports of the power combining
module. The colored region shows the operation band of the PAs.
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Figure 3.16: (a) Simulated (dashed) and measured (solid) relative increase of the generated output
power of the 4×PA combined by the proposed module, at P1dB and in the linear region. (b)
Measured output power versus input power for single PAs (dashed) and after combination with the
combiner module (solid) at 28 GHz. Both input and output powers are normalized to obtain 0 dB
gain at P1dB point for a single PA. The set of curves shows measured combining degradation in the
presence of ±15o phase variation.
channels of the combiner. The non-negligible coupling among input channels affects
the active input impedance in the presence of non-uniform excitation.
Fig. 3.16(a) shows the measured and simulated increase of the combined output
power of the 4× PA concerning a single PA. The results present the relative power
increase in PAs’ linear and nonlinear working regimes at 24-31 GHz frequency band-
width. The simulated results are obtained from EM simulation, including dielectric
losses. Overall, the measured results are close to simulation. The lower combiner gain
is due to the losses in the extended routing of the microstrip lines.
Fig. 3.16(b) presents the measured combined power in comparison with the single
PA performance. As it can be seen, the joint PAs and combiner nonlinear behavior is
similar to that of a single PA. Phase shifts of each beamformer channel have been
manually adjusted to assess combining performance degradation in the presence of
phase errors. The set of semitransparent curves shows the measurement results related
to ∓15o of phase variation. The output combined power decrease by less than 1
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dB in the worst-case scenario. These results are in agreement with simulation, see
Fig. 3.13. The combining performance of the proposed spatial power combing module
is found in acceptable limit with ±15o and 1 ±1dB phase and gain error considering
the interaction between combiner and PAs. Such investigations play an essential role
in the design and accurate analysis of high-power mmWave transmitters.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, an introduction to antenna array theory and the coupling effects
in antenna array characteristics are first described. A modeling technique is then
proposed, and its iterative algorithm for the analysis of active antenna transmitters is
explained. The experimental validation scenarios and obtained results are presented.
Furthermore, the proposed transmitter analysis method is applied to predict the
linearity of large-scale transmitters when an ideal beam-dependent linearization
is used. Finally, the active performance of a spatial power combining module is
predicted and experimentally validated, considering the interaction between PAs
and the combiner module. The joint PA and combiner analysis help define design
guides for PA allowable error range in output phase and amplitude and coupling
between combiner’s channels. In this chapter, circuit performance of PA and EM
characteristics of antenna array/power combiner were jointly considered in the active
antenna transmitter analysis framework. However, another crucial factor impacting
transmitter performance is heat dissipation and temperature variations. Thermal
issues mainly originate from PAs in transmitters. In the next chapter, thermal
issues in the transmitter are addressed, and efficient methodologies for modeling the




Electrothermal Modeling of Power
Amplifiers
PAs dominate the heat dissipation and thermal issues in active antenna transmitters.
Apart from reliability and thermal management challenges, PA performance is highly
temperature-dependent. Therefore, to accurately predict the performance of an active
antenna transmitter, it is required to obtain the static and dynamic electrothermal
performance of PAs. Joint circuit-thermal simulation of PAs using CAD tools is a
time-consuming and computationally complex procedure. Instead, methodologies
based on behavioral models that can avoid either one or both of complicated and
detailed simulations are favorable.
This chapter introduces methods for the electrothermal analysis of complex PA
ICs following the thermal modeling approach. First, an overview of the importance
of thermal modeling is given. The concept of the thermal impedance matrix and a
corresponding identification algorithm is described. Next, two methods for electrot-
hermal analysis using the extracted thermal model are proposed and explained. The
circuit-based electrothermal analysis uses an equivalent thermal network and combines
it into electrical solvers such as Keysight ADS or Spice. The temperature-dependent
PA behavioral model introduced in Sec. 2.2.3 is combined with a thermal impedance
matrix to perform behavioral model-based electrothermal analysis in a second appro-
ach. The proposed methodologies have been verified using the experimental evaluation
of a PA DUT’s static and dynamic performance. The chapter ends with a summary.
4.1 Importance of Thermal Modeling
The thermal issue is one of the critical factors limiting the performance and reliability
of PA ICs and active antenna transmitters. Due to the high level of integration, and
therefore power density growth, thermal issues increasingly degrade the steady-state
and dynamic operation of PA ICs [20, 82, 83]. Therefore, a reliable electrothermal
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analysis that simultaneously solves the coupled electrical and thermal problems is
greatly needed to accurately predict the PAs and, consequently, the transmitters’
performance under realistic conditions.
Commonly employed approaches for electrothermal analysis rely on interactions
between a circuit simulator and a numerical thermal-only CAD tool in a relaxation
cycle [84–89]. A thermal solver calculates the device temperature using FEM or finite
difference (FD) techniques by solving heat equations. Simultaneously, an electrical
solver analyzes the circuit and calculates the device dissipated power. Temperatures
and dissipated powers are exchanged between the two solvers until a self-consistent
solution is found in each electrical simulation point. Such coupled approaches depend
on the convergence of the iterative loop between both solvers. Accordingly, the use
of coupled electrical- and individual thermal solvers to evaluate the performance of
complex electronic circuits becomes extremely time-consuming and computationally
cumbersome.
Different modeling techniques have been developed to avoid the computational
complexity of FEM thermal simulations in an electrothermal analysis. A thermal
model is an analytical representation which can be represented by an equivalent
thermal network best compatible with circuit simulators. It is well known that an
equivalent thermal network can directly describe discretized heat diffusion problems
[20, 90, 91]. However, a direct transformation may result in a large equivalent thermal
network. Therefore, a variety of Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques have been
proposed to reduce the size of the equivalent thermal network [92–99]. Although the
thermal network size can be reduced considerably by employing MOR techniques, the
computational complexity for electrothermal simulation of complex electronic circuits
remains high.
Compact thermal model (CTM) identifications is a way to develop less complex
thermal equivalent networks [19, 20, 91, 100–103]. A CTM describes the thermal
behavior of the device at the desired regions using the concept of a thermal impedance
matrix. Such approaches provide flexibility in which a trade-off between model
complexity and accuracy can be obtained [19,20]. A thermal network or an analytical
thermal model can be identified using the step response of a thermal system at the
prescribed input/output ports.
4.2 Thermal Model Identification
The heat propagation in a medium occurs in three different ways: conduction, con-
vection, and radiation. In an electronic circuit, the heat propagation mechanism is
dominated by conduction. A parabolic partial differential equation defines the general




(r, t)−∇ · (k(r)∇T (r, t)) = F (r, t) (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Representation of the compact thermal model for a thermal problem with designated
heat sources.
where ∇ is the gradient with respect to the spatial coordinates, r. T (r, t) is the
temperature rise with respect to the ambient temperature and F (r, t) is the power
distribution. k(r) is the material thermal conductivity and c(r) is the volumetric heat
capacity.
It is well established that a reciprocal and passive thermal network model can
represent the discretized heat equation. Here, following the CTM approach, the
thermal impedance matrix and the proposed identification algorithm in Paper [C] are
introduced.
Fig. 4.1 shows a device with M designated areas as heat sources. The thermal
behavior of the device, assuming a linear thermal problem, is described by the M ×M
thermal impedance matrix Zth(t). The elements of the thermal impedance matrix,
zth,ij(t), are defined as normalized step responses, i.e. temperature rise ∆Ti(t) of the





∆Ti(t) = Ti(t)− Tamb
where Tamb is the ambient temperature. zth,ii is the self-heating thermal impedance,
and zth,ij, i 6= j is indicating thermal coupling between heat sources.
The thermal impedance matrix can be modeled with both time- and frequency
domain functions. Specifically, it has been shown that an equivalent Foster network
can be used to synthesize the transfer function of a standard thermal problem [104].
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Algorithm 4.1 The thermal modeling identification algorithm
Input:
Z̃th The thermal step response data
Zth(t, τn, cn,ij) Model of the thermal impedance matrix
τ
(0)
n , n = 1, ..., Nm Initial guess for time constants
Zth(t, τ
(0)
n ) Initialized value of the thermal impedance
while ||Zth(t, τ (k)n , c(k)n,ij)− Z̃th|| < ε do return False
c
(k)






n = argmin||Zth(t, c(k)n,ij)− Z̃th|| using NLLS3
k = k + 1,
end while
Output:
Zth(t, τ, cn,ij) Identified thermal impedance model
Therefore, by considering a finite-sized Foster network, the elements of the multi-







where Nm is the number of time constants τn. cn,ij ≥ 0 and τn > 0 are to guarantee
passivity of the obtained solution [20,104]. It is assumed that the thermal system is
linear and time-invariant. The time constants, i.e., τn, are common throughout the
structure while the model linear coefficients, cn,ij, are unique for each element of the
thermal impedance matrix.
Algorithm 4.1 describes the proposed iterative algorithm in Paper [C] for identifying
the time constants and coefficients of the thermal impedance model as are introduced
in (4.3). Z̃th is the M ×M matrix of observed step responses of the thermal system
generated from 3-D FEM thermal simulations. The model linear- and nonlinear
coefficients, cn,ij and τn, are found using nonlinear- and non-negative least square,
respectively. A regular pseudoinverse solution cannot find linear coefficients due to
non-negativity limitations. The algorithm stops if the residue or fitting error has
stabilized to a minimum value, i.e., ||Zth(t, τ (k)n , c(k)n,ij)− Z̃th|| < ε.
1||.|| is the 2-norm matrix operator
2Non-negative least square method.
3Nonlinear least square method
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Figure 4.2: Foster RC equivalent circuit for self heating.
Electrical solvers such as ADS and Spice require an equivalent thermal circuit
to perform coupled electrothermal analysis. Therefore, it is crucial to provide an
equivalent circuit topology that is also compatible with standard circuit simulators.
Fig. 4.2 shows the Foster RC equivalent circuit for representing self-heating impedance
in a single port thermal problem, i.e. M = 1 and zth,11 = zth. The value of resistors
and capacitors, according to the thermal model in (4.3), are obtained as:




The synthesis of a multi-port impedance matrix is not directly feasible, having
time- or frequency domain representation of Zth. Proper circuit topology and elements
are required to model the thermal coupling between ports. In [20, 91] the thermal
impedance matrix is synthesized by means of Nm capacitors, Nm resistors and Nm×M
ideal transformers. In [21] a circuit topology including Voltage Control Current Source
(VCCS), resistors, and capacitors to synthesize multi-port thermal impedance is
proposed. Paper [C] used VCCSs, Current Control Current Sources (CCCS), and
resistors for thermal network synthesis. It is described that the elements of the
thermal impedance matrix, zth,ij, represent the thermal system step response. For
the thermal network extraction, the frequency domain representation of the system







The proposed thermal equivalent circuit in Paper [C] connects each thermal node
to 1 (K/W) resistors in parallel with M VCCSs. The VCCS values are equal to
zimp,ij for j = 1, ...,M if i 6= j, and zimp,ii − 1 for i = j. The corresponding controlled
voltages of VCCSs are created using an extra node connected to a CCCS with the
value of 1 in parallel with a 1 (K/W) resistor. The related controlled current is equal
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to Pi. The VCCS in the proposed equivalent circuit is compatible with HSpice Foster
pole-residue format [105] and can be conveniently presented in the frequency domain
using (4.5). The thermal networks have 2 ×M nodes, which will be added to the
electric circuit netlist. The number of nodes is proportional to the number of heat
sources. Therefore, increasing model order, i.e., number of time constants, does not
increase the complexity of the thermal network. However, the number of nodes using
the RC Foster network is directly proportional to the model order and the number of
heat sources [20,91]. Therefore, our proposed topology is highly efficient for adding
into the circuit simulator for electrothermal analysis.
4.4 Methods for Electrothermal Analysis
As it is explained in Sec. 4.1, the use of coupled electrothermal simulation, particularly
by using dedicated CAD tools, is time-consuming and computationally complex. The
computational complexity and speed of electrothermal simulations can be significantly
improved by using thermal models or equivalent thermal networks rather than running
3-D FEM thermal CAD tools.
In Paper [C], two efficient electrothermal analysis approaches are presented based
on the thermal modeling of PAs. The circuit-based electrothermal analysis refers to
a circuit simulation that includes an equivalent thermal network and can provide
temperature-aware simulation results. On the other hand, the behavioral model-based
approach utilizes the introduced temperature-dependent PA behavioral models in
Sec. 2.2.3 and combines them with the thermal impedance matrix in an iterative
algorithm.
4.4.1 Circuit-based Electrothermal Analysis
Fig. 4.3(a) shows the steps for performing the circuit-based electrothermal simulation.
Areas related to the temperature-dependent circuit elements, such as transistors and
resistors, are chosen as heat sources. The thermal netlist can be created following
the thermal modeling approach and equivalent thermal network extraction that are
presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.4, respectively. Finally, the netlist of the thermal
equivalent network can be integrated as a sub-circuit into the PA electrical circuit
netlist. Fig. 4.3 (b) presents the interaction between thermal network and electrical
circuit inside an electrothermal netlist. As it can be seen, the temperature-dependent
circuit elements are equipped with an additional node for temperature as input and
dissipated power as the output. In this way, power and temperature are exchanged
between the thermal network and the electrical circuit. Therefore, the elements with
temperature-dependent nodes are updated with correct temperature values while the
effect of self-and mutual heating is accurately accounted. Ultimately, the temperature-
aware performance of the PA circuit is obtained using the proposed circuit-based
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Electrothermal simulation in circuit simulators
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Electrothermal analysis using equivalent thermal network. a) Analysis-flow, b) Elec-
trothermal netlist; conceptual representation of temperature and power exchanges, A,B,C shows
electrical nodes of the temperature-dependent elements [21].
electrothermal analysis method.
4.4.2 Model-based Electrothermal Analysis
The circuit-based electrothermal analysis presented in Sec. 4.4.1 is relatively faster
than the coupled CAD simulations since the iteration loop between two solvers is
removed. However, the circuit-based electrothermal simulation still takes too long for
circuit simulations with modulated signal excitations. An alternative approach is to
use PA temperature-dependent nonlinear behavioral model for electrothermal analysis
combined with its thermal model. In [26,27,52] a system-level circuit/EM/thermal
analysis method is proposed in which the PAs self-heating models are coupled with
nonlinear behavioral models in a multi-branch transmitter. In Paper [C], we have
adopted the proposed approach for electrothermal analysis of a single PA having a
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PA behavioral models
b2 = fth(a1, T )






























t = t + ∆t
Figure 4.4: The behavioral model-based electrothermal analysis approach. Nout is the number of
PA output transistors and ∗ is the convolution symbol. For simplicity the time dependency of b2, a1,
Pdiss, temperature and thermal impedance matrix is not shown.
multi-port thermal impedance model.
The joint simulation algorithm for the behavioral model-based electrothermal
analysis is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. It is important to note that the behavioral model-
based electrothermal analysis operates in the complex envelope/modulation time
domain and therefore describes the behavior around a given center operating frequency.
This method is developed based on combining temperature-dependent PA behavioral
models for PA output, (2.6), and dissipated power, (2.9), and the thermal impedance
model introduced in Sec. 4.2. In this work, we assume there is a negligible reflection
at the PA output. Therefore, single input models are sufficient for describing PA
behaviors. However, the method can be extended for dual-input PA models without
losing generality.
The algorithm starts with assigning initial temperature and input signal values.
PA nonlinear behavioral models calculate the dissipated power and RF output signal
at each time instant, t, given the input signal and temperature. The temperature for
the next time instant is evaluated using the PA thermal impedance model and the
dissipated power as the input. The new temperature value is utilized for evaluating the
PA output at the next time instant, see Fig. 4.4. In this way, the algorithm calculates
temperature-aware PA output for every time instant, following the modulation of the
input signal excitation.
The dissipated power of a PA is mainly related to the output transistors. If
we assume that dissipated power is equally distributed on output transistors, i.e.,
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i = 1, ...Nout,∈ PA output transistors. (4.6)
where Pdiss(t) is the total dissipated power, and Pdissi(t) is the dissipated power in
each output transistor. On the other hand, the output transistors’ temperatures
behave almost similar if they dissipate the same amount of power. Therefore, the PA









zimp,ij(t) ∗ Pdissj(t) (4.8)
where zimp,ij(t) are the elements of the thermal impulse response matrix, which can
be obtained from (4.3) and ∗ is the convolution operator. Once the behavioral-
and thermal impedance models are created, the proposed behavioral model-based
electrothermal analysis can be implemented separately from the circuit simulator, in
MATLAB or any computing tool. The proposed algorithm has, in this work, been
used to evaluate the PA DUT performance under pulsed RF- and modulated signal
excitations.
4.5 Electrothermal Characterization of a PA DUT
In this section, the proposed thermal modeling and electrothermal analysis approaches
are applied to a PA DUT and validated through simulations by Keysight ADS
Electro-Thermal solver and pulsed RF signal experiments, respectively. The ADS
Electro-Thermal solver, which is called ADS-ETH for simplicity, is a fully coupled
electrothermal tool that couples a 3-D FEM simulator, i.e., HeatWave, with its
electrical solver [88] at each simulation point. The PA DUT is a two-stage class
AB BiCMOS amplifier manufactured and provided by the NXP Semiconductors, see
Fig. 4.5(a). The PA operates at 5-6 GHz and is equipped with sensing diodes for
temperature monitoring.
4.5.1 PA DUT Thermal Impedance Model
The multi-port thermal impedance model and corresponding identification algorithms
were introduced in Sec. 4.2. In this section, the thermal modeling results of the
PA DUT are presented. In total, 123 individual areas were defined as heat sources,
corresponding to active areas of the diodes and transistor fingers on the PA DUT
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Figure 4.5: Thermal impedance identification of the PA DUT. a) Photo of the PA DUT evaluation
board including temperature sensing diodes. b) Location and steady state temperature of heat
sources on die obtained from ADS HeatWave 3D thermal simulator.
Table 4.1: Identified thermal time constants (in seconds) for the power amplifier device under test.
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7
1.70× 10−8 3.50× 10−6 1.60× 10−7 9.10× 10−7 9.00× 10−6 7.10× 10−5 2.30× 10−4
τ8 τ9 τ10 τ11 τ12 τ13 τ14
6.10× 10−4 2.40× 10−5 1.73× 10−2 2.00× 10−2 1.60× 10−3 1.40× 10−1 1.00× 10+1
layout. These areas correspond to the most power-consuming elements in the PA with
the highest temperatures and are essential from the electrical viewpoint. The ADS
Heatwave thermal simulator was used to extract the matrix of the PA thermal step
response, see Algorithm 4.1. Fig. 4.5 (b) shows the steady-state temperature on the
PA layout applying nominal DC dissipated power. The matrix of the thermal step
response is obtained by exciting each heat source with a 20 mW step input power and
collecting temperature rise on all heat source areas. The HeatWave simulation time
was about 2 hours to extract 123× 123 temperature step responses with a logarithmic
time step setting.
Algorithm. 4.1 has converged to a 123 × 123 thermal impedance model of the
PA DUT after 25 iterations which took 20 minutes to run on a regular PC. The
algorithm converged to a thermal impedance model with 14 time constants common
for all elements of the matrix. Fig. 4.6(a) presents the thermal simulation results
compared with modeled results for zth,ij with (i, j) = (11, 12), (1, 1), (1, 50) and (1, 29).
Fig. 4.6(b) shows the root mean square (RMS) error of the model identification, which
is below 3 %. Table 4.1 shows the obtained values for time constants. The thermal
problem is modeled to a 123× 123 thermal impedance matrix.
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Figure 4.6: Thermal impedance identification of the PA DUT with each heat source excited with
20mW power step. a) Step responses for some of the elements. b) RMS error of the thermal model
for all the elements of 123× 123 thermal impedance matrix.
In Paper[C], the developed thermal impedance model is applied for electrothermal
simulation of the PA DUT. The mathematical formulation of the thermal impedance
matrix is directly used in the behavioral model-based electrothermal analysis ap-
proach. The PA DUT performance under pulsed RF signal excitations is evaluated
using a behavioral model-based electrothermal analysis approach. The circuit-based
electrothermal analysis approach, on the other hand, uses an equivalent thermal
network extracted from the thermal model. The topology of the equivalent circuit is
introduced in Sec. 4.3.
4.5.2 Electrothermal Circuit Simulation Results
In this section, transient and envelope circuit simulation results are presented to
demonstrate the functionality of the proposed circuit-based electrothermal analysis
method. The simulation results were verified by ADS-ETH simulations.
The PA DUT gain variation due to temperature rise was investigated using envelope
simulations. Fig. 4.7 shows the dynamic gain of the PA DUT when the DC biases and
RF input were switched on at t = 2 µs with 2 µs rise-time. From Fig. 4.7(a), it can
be seen that, after 10 ms, the gain reduces about 0.4 dB due to the temperature rise.
Table. 4.2 compares the simulation time of the proposed method with ADS-ETH.
Clearly, electrothermal circuit simulation using an equivalent thermal network is
more efficient and faster but at the cost of an additional step for the thermal model
identification. However, it is important to note that the thermal equivalent network,
once extracted, can be reused for any simulation as long as the circuit layout is not
changed. Furthermore, the thermal network extraction step can be added to circuit
simulators such as ADS and Spice in an automated manner.
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Figure 4.7: Results of envelop simulation obtained from the proposed circuit-based electrothermal
method and ADS-ETH. The PA DUT is excited with an RF step power source with -20 dBm average
power and 2 µs rise time and 2 µs delay. DC biases are also pulsed DC current and voltage sources
with 2 µs delay and 2 µs rise time: a) Gain degradation, and b) temperature of the sensing diode
versus time.
Table 4.2: Evaluation time per simulation point (seconds)
ADS solver ADS-ETH Circuit-based electrothermal
Transient simulation 122 0.001
Envelope simulation 107 0.200
4.5.3 Experimental Verification
The dynamic performance of the PA DUT has been evaluated by performing pulsed
RF signal measurements and through behavioral model-based electrothermal analysis.
The effect of temperature variations on the PA performance was observed as the PA
kept heating and cooling synchronized with the input pulse.
Fig. 4.8 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup used for the pulsed
characterization. The RF input signals were generated and captured at the PA output
using a vector signal generator and a vector signal analyzer, respectively. The diode
voltage, which is related to the PA temperature, was captured by an oscilloscope.
Static characterization
Fig. 4.9 compares the measured static AM/AM and PA drain efficiency with the
behavioral model- and circuit-based simulation results. The circuit-based electrot-
hermal results were obtained from ADS harmonic balance simulations, including
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the pulsed measurement setup for evaluation of the proposed
electrothermal methods. The PA is equipped with sensing diodes. The reference and trigger signals
are required for correct pulse to pulse synchronization.




















































Figure 4.9: The PA measured a) AM/AM, b) drain efficiency, compared with the two proposed
electrothermal analysis methods. The data is normalized to the maximum value of measured gain.
the thermal equivalent network. The behavioral model-based electrothermal simu-
lation was performed following the proposed algorithm in Sec. 4.4.2 and by using
the temperature-dependent nonlinear models of the PA DUT presented in Sec. 2.2.3.
The static operating condition is emulated by running the behavioral model-based
simulation for one second with a = 0 to reach the steady-state operating temperature
in every modeled-based electrothermal analysis. Fig. 4.9 illustrates the excellent
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Figure 4.10: Measured and simulated (Modeled-based) PA gain as well as temperature variation
due to electrothermal effects. CW RF pulses with 20% duty cycle are applied to the PA DUT. a)
PA normalized gain, b) temperature variation.
agreement between experimental and electrothermal simulation results of both static
AM/AM and PA drain efficiency.
Pulsed RF characterization
The linearity of wireless systems with burst-type communication patterns must be
very high and stable versus time. Furthermore, thermal issues adversely affect the
PA static and dynamic gain characteristics. In particular, the dynamic variation of
linearity is challenging to compensate using DPD techniques. Therefore, it is crucial
to accurately characterize the PA dynamic linearity and gain under realistic pulsed
RF excitation. In this section, the experimental and modeling results related to the
pulsed RF signal measurements are presented. The measurement results, verified by
modeled-based electrothermal analysis, evaluate the degradation of the PA dynamic
performance due to thermal issues.
Fig. 4.10(a) presents the gain variations of the PA DUT under 20% duty-cycle
input pulsed RF excitation. The results are related to two input pulses with on-
state power of 7 dBm and 10 dBm and pulse widths of 20 and 40 ms, respectively.
Fig. 4.10(b) shows the corresponding PA DUT temperature, measured using the
embedded temperature sensing diode. It can be seen that the temperature of the
PA DUT increases and decreases rapidly when the pulse is switched on and off,
respectively. The temperature rises more if input pulse have higher input power.
Moreover, the gain degradation at 40 ms is higher than 20 ms pulse because of the
higher input power and more extended pulse width. The measured results adequately
verified the behavioral model-based electrothermal analysis. It should be noted that
simulations of long signal duration (such as burst communication signals) using the
behavioral modeled-based method are much more efficient than applying envelope
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simulation in the circuit-based electrothermal methods. In our case, the circuit-based
electrothermal analysis even faced convergence issue and failed to simulate long signal
sequences.
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Figure 4.11: Simulated (Modeled-based) and measured PA EVM (RMS value%)versus time.
Modulated signal pulses with a) 40 ms pulse-widths and Peak Envelope Power (PEP) of 9 dBm and,
b) 60 ms pulse-widths 8 dBm PEP were injected to the PA input.
In another experiment, the PA DUT was excited with modulated pulses having
20 % duty-cycles 40 and 60 ms pulse-widths, respectively. The signal had a 64 QAM
modulation scheme and 6 MHz bandwidth. Fig. 4.11 presents the RMS value of
the measured Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) versus time, as calculated in 0.1 ms
time frames. It can be seen that the EVM RMS value increased versus time due to
temperature rise. Fig. 4.11 shows there is a good agreement between measured and
simulated dynamic linearity.
4.6 Summary
Among other building blocks of active antenna transmitters, PAs have a temperature-
dependent performance and dominate heat dissipation. Therefore, it is crucial to
investigate their electrothermal behavior accurately. This chapter has dealt with
efficient electrothermal modeling of the PA static and dynamic performance.
First, the thermal impedance matrix and joint linear and nonlinear fitting al-
gorithms for model extraction have been introduced and explained. Two efficient
methodologies for electrothermal characterization of PA ICs were proposed. The
circuit-based electrothermal analysis method uses the equivalent thermal network
incorporated with electrical circuit netlist for temperature-aware simulation of PAs.
The behavioral model-based method combines the thermal impedance matrix of PAs
and temperature-dependent behavioral models to predict PA performance, such as
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dynamic linearity and gain. Overall, the simulation speed using thermal models was
much faster than using coupled CAD solvers.
Experimental scenarios and results for validating the proposed thermal modeling
method and electrothermal analysis approaches have been presented. The experimental
results have validated the proposed methods and shown the effect of thermal issues




This thesis has addressed challenges related to the multidisciplinary analysis of active
antenna transmitters for MIMO communication systems. At wireless communication
systems, MIMO systems promise higher efficiency, higher capacity, and increased
flexibility. MIMO systems utilize active antenna arrays at the transmitter side
to increase the capacity and coverage of communication links. The performance
analysis of any transmitter is crucial before implementing it. Analyzing active antenna
transmitters requires the simulation of several subsystems, such as antenna arrays
and power amplifiers, described by different physical models.
Because of the large number of antennas and PAs involved, analyzing an active
antenna transmitter in MIMO systems is more challenging than traditional ones. In
addition, the interaction between the antenna array and PAs is critical for mmWave
transmitter modeling due to the high level of integration. This thesis combines the
nonlinear load-pull-based PA model with antenna array characteristics in an iterative
algorithm to model the active antenna transmitter performance. The transmitter
model considers PA and antenna array interactions which are significant in mmWave
active antenna transmitters. The accuracy of the proposed modeling approach has been
validated using OTA measurements of a mmWave hybrid beamforming transmitter
subarray module for different beam steering scenarios. The load-pull-based PA model
is used to investigate the effect of coupling in a mmWave power combining module
designed to provide higher power per antenna element in active antenna transmitters.
Thermal issues impact the transmitter performance dramatically. PAs are the
primary source of power consumption, nonlinear distortion, and heat dissipation
in transmitters. Therefore, an accurate prediction of transmitter behavior requires
electrothermal analysis of PAs. This thesis has proposed efficient methodologies
for thermal modeling and electrothermal analysis of PAs. The proposed methods
combine an efficient thermal equivalent network, representing PA thermal behavior,
with behavioral models of PA electrical performance. The proposed methods show
considerably faster simulation speed than commercial electrothermal CAD tools,
making it possible to analyze the PA and transmitter under realistic operating
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conditions with dynamic modulated signal excitations. The proposed methods are
validated using pulsed RF measurement. The static and dynamic experimental results
reveal the importance of electrothermal analysis for the correct prediction of PA.
The proposed modeling approaches create possibilities for analyzing complex pro-
blems such as predicting active antenna transmitter performance and electrothermal
simulation of PAs. This thesis shows that applying modeling techniques at the trans-
mitter level is the key solution for predicting large-scale active antenna transmitters.
Moreover, using the compact thermal model in combination with nonlinear behavioral
models is efficient for electrothermal analysis of PAs. Therefore, this thesis shows the
importance of modeling for the efficient analysis of transmitters and PAs. Extensive
measurements scenarios and results adequately confirm the validity and functionality
of proposed modeling approaches.
The proposed methodologies can be used to co-design, evaluate, and optimize
active antenna transmitters with low computational effort. Also, they can provide
design-guide for developing and optimizing antenna array and PAs to obtain higher
efficiency and capacity in MIMO systems. Electrothermal modeling of PAs provides
an essential tool for thermal management in PA and transmitters to reduce heat
dissipation and increase efficiency. The proposed modeling approaches can be applied
to understand better how individual building blocks must be co-designed for optimum
performance of transmitters.
5.1 Future Work
The topic of modeling approaches for transmitter analysis still presents several possible
directions for future work. A variety of investigations about how PA- and antenna
array characteristics influence transmitter performance can be performed. These
characteristics can include antenna array configuration, mismatch, and mutual coupling
level, as well as PA nonlinearity and load-dependency. For instance, the effect of
irregular and regular antenna arrays can be studied on the transmitter linearity. Such
investigation can help in finding a suitable antenna array configuration for improving
transmitter linearity performance. In general, such investigations can also provide
design guides and criteria for developing antenna arrays and PAs for use in emerging
active antenna array systems.
The proposed electrothermal analysis can be used to develop solutions to com-
pensate for dynamic linearity and gain variations. The thermal model is developed
assuming a linear thermal problem. However, for higher temperature variations, the
thermal nonlinearity of materials appears. Thus the linear model becomes inaccu-
rate. Developing a nonlinear thermal model, including power-dependent terms, is an
exciting approach for the future extension of this work.
Finally, a model-based multiphysics analysis approach can be developed using the
electrothermal model of a PA incorporated in the active antenna transmitter analysis
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framework to investigate thermal effects in active antenna systems. Again, an efficient
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